
Low Intermediate Lesson 	 	 That's Life Lesson 13: Fishing Regulations


The story you will read today is about fishing.  Raise your hand if you fish.  Tell what you catch. 
Do you fish from a boat or from a pier?  





In the pictures, some boys fish from a pier. A man fishes from a boat. The fishermen are using a 
rod and reel. A reel is something that winds the fishing line in.  Reel can be a verb. You say, 
"Reel in the fish."  Then you turn the handle on the reel and the fish comes in.


This story talks about fishing regulations. A regulation is a rule or law. In this country, you can 
only keep fish if they are adult size. You cannot keep small fish. There are size limits. Different 
kinds of fish have different size limits.  If you don't obey the regulations, you get a ticket or 
citation. You might have to pay a fine (money to punish you).


Look at the picture on page 76. Are Feng and Zhu fishing from a boat or a pier? Is Feng using a 
rod and reel? 


Read the story at least twice. Listen to the teacher's pronunciation. Try to copy her 
pronunciation.


Write an answer to these questions. Write a sentence, not just a few words. The teacher will 
pick students to write their answers on the board.


1. What is Feng fishing with?


2. Where are they?


3. What does Zhu feel a pull on?


4. What does he reel in?


5. How does Feng measure the fish?


6. How long is the fish?  How long does it need to be?


7. Where does Zhu throw the fish?


8. What can they get if their fish is too small?


9. How long is the next fish?  How long does it need to be?


10. How long do Feng and Zhu fish?


Read the sentences at the top of page 78. Tell what word goes in the blank.




Match these vocabulary words to the definition.


Discuss:

In your country are their regulations about the size of fish you can catch?

Do you fish in an ocean, lake or river?

Do you eat the fish you catch?

Do you eat a lot of fish?


Pronunciation: Practice words with SH and CH


Practice these tongue twisters: (Teachers, if you have time have every student say every 
phrase. 

seven shiny sheep


marching through the marsh


choose the shoes


she sells sea shells


Sam's shop stocks short socks.


Sally sews six short sheets.


The sheriff should shoot slowly.


Sally shooed the silly sheep.  The seven silly sheep Sally shooed shook.


The sun signs on the shop signs.


Children chuckle cheerfully.


Charlie chooses cheese and cherries.

1. inches a. a straight stick that can measure things

2. regulations b. rules or laws about something

3. ruler c. money you need to pay for breaking a rule

4. fine d. a paper that says you did something illegal

5. pier e. units equal to 2.54 centimeters

6. citation f. a long, flat wooden structure built over the water

cheap - sheep shin - chin chop - shop wish - witch wash - watch mash - match

cash - catch march - marsh choose - shoes chore - shore sherry - cherry chip - ship


